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Folk Culture at the Interface between 
Emerging Public Health Care and Older 
Forms of Healing
Health and Illness in a Coastal District of Western Sweden in 
the Nineteenth Century

Anders Gustavsson

Abstract
This study is regionally demarcated to two West Swedish islands, examining how state-em-
ployed district physicians, along with pharmacists and trained midwives, became established
in rural Sweden in the nineteenth century. Up until the early nineteenth century state phys-
icians, pharmacies, and midwives had only been found in the towns. When doctors, along with
pharmacists and midwives, were stationed in the countryside, they had to bring about a cultural
change. This meant that they had to gain the confidence of the rural population and replace the
unqualified folk healers, or initially at least provide an alternative to them. It is this process of
cultural adaptation that this essay concentrates on. It is a study of encounters between qualified
and unqualified healers. An important question is how the rural population handled and per-
ceived different illness situations. This requires studying both those who had the task of de-
livering health care, whether they were trained or not, and those who received the care, that is,
the country people. The development was thus that what doctors called quackery was wide-
spread in the middle of the nineteenth century but had almost ceased by the end of the 1890s.
That is how long it took for the doctors to gain the confidence of the common people through
their efforts and their enlightenment. They could then be consulted as a rule in cases of illness,
thus largely taking the place of folk healers. This radical cultural change had parallels in
Norway.

Keywords: public health care, folk healing, qualified midwives, cultural adaptation, district
physicians, pharmacy, epidemics

Introduction

The Problem

This study is regionally demarcated to the West Swedish islands of Orust
and Tjörn in Bohuslän, examining how state-employed district physicians,
along with pharmacists and trained midwives, became established in rural
Sweden in the nineteenth century. Up until the early nineteenth century state
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physicians, pharmacies, and midwives had only been found in the towns.
When a new order was introduced, a rural culture governed by established
values and practices was confronted with a new culture of officialdom arriv-
ing from the towns. The new professional groups had higher education and
medical experience, unlike the tried and tested experience of folk healing in
the countryside. Folk healing had not had any competition from qualified
people in the countryside, with the exception of the efforts made by certain
priests, until the trained doctors and pharmacists began their work. Nor was
it obvious for the rural councils that they should employ trained midwives
when the local people had been used to the services of untrained but ex-
perienced women. 

When doctors, along with pharmacists and midwives, were stationed in
the countryside, they had to bring about a cultural change. This meant that
they had to gain the confidence of the rural population and replace the un-
qualified folk healers, or initially at least provide an alternative to them. It
is this process of cultural adaptation that this essay concentrates on. It is a
study of encounters between qualified and unqualified healers. How did the
peasantry handle these two potential sources of help in times of illness?

One category in my study consists of physicians, pharmacists, and trained
midwives, and a separate category comprises healers and local midwives, as
well as certain priests who engaged in healing. It was the rural population
who could engage whatever healing and care was available. An important
question is how they handled and perceived different illness situations. This
requires studying both those who had the task of delivering health care,
whether they were trained or not, and those who received the care, that is,
the country people. In this way the overall problem links the various themes
examined in the different sections. A historical processual perspective is
applied, and as a cultural scholar I abstain from any personal evaluation of
the trained doctors’ healing versus folk healing.

Previous Research 

There are opportunities for comparisons with the development in Norway
during the nineteenth century. A decree in 1804 required annual reports
from district physicians (Schiøtz 2017:14). The folklorist Olav Bø in Oslo
conducted a special study of rational folk healing, the kind that has noth-
ing to do with superstition, magic, or witchcraft medicine, but is instead
based on tested experience. He viewed this healing in relation to the
school medicine represented by the doctors. They cited and enlisted the
help of a law from 1794 that was applied throughout Norway and Den-
mark (Schiøtz 2017:307ff). In Norway this law was revised and relaxed in
1871 (Alver et al. 2013:74). Bø studied a large number of court trials of
what he calls local doctors, in preference to the term “quack” (Norwegian
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kvakksalver) which he found offensive (Bø 1986:7ff, 38f). Bø’s studies
have subsequently been developed with new perspectives by the Nor-
wegian folklorists Bente Gullveig Alver and Torunn Selberg in Bergen.
They argue that folk healing was in harmony with the world of folk beliefs
which differed radically from that of the trained doctors. There was both
a cultural divide and a class divide (Alver & Selberg 1992; Alver et al.
2013). A detailed history of medicine focusing on Norway has been writ-
ten by Aina Schiötz (2017). 

In my study I have also made comparisons with earlier studies of folk
healers in other parts of Sweden in the nineteenth century (Tillhagen 1962;
Gustafson 1980; Ljungström 1984; af Klintberg 1985). The Swedish folk-
lorist Carl-Herman Tillhagen, in his epoch-making book Folklig läkekonst
from 1962, mainly examined the use of magical folk medicine and only to
a small extent rational folk healing (Tillhagen 1962:142).

The Investigation Area

The island of Orust had a population of 18,490 in 1850, while Tjörn had just
less than half that number, 7,875 (Tabell-kommissionens underdåniga
berättelse 1857). Tjörn also has a much smaller area. At the end of the nine-
teenth century the population on both islands had grown slightly. Orust had
20,964 inhabitants and Tjörn 10,263 (Statistiska centralbyråns underdåniga
berättelse 1901). On these islands there were striking economic differences
between the agricultural population who managed their small farms (7–12
hectares) in the inner parts of the islands and the people who lived by fish-
ing, shipping, and boatbuilding on the coast. 

Material

A central source for this study is the district physicians’ annual reports
which make it possible to follow changes as they took place during the nine-
teenth century. All district physicians in Sweden had been obliged since
1755 to submit annual reports to the national board of medicine Collegium
Medicum, and from 1813 to its successor Sundhetskollegium and from 1878
to Medicinalstyrelsen (www.ne.se Sundhetskollegium). In the instructions
for these annual reports the district physicians were required to describe the
state of health and the services they had performed in their district. The re-
ports give a good picture of the diseases that had been most prevalent during
the year and how they had been treated. Infectious diseases, in several cases
followed by epidemics, receive special attention. The doctors often reflect
on the causes of the diseases, for instance about possible paths of dispersion
for infectious diseases. Doctors report on the preventive measures they have
taken and the information they have given to the common people. This con-
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1. Map of Bohuslän.
cerned greater cleanliness in the home, better protection of water sources,
vaccination against smallpox, an improved pharmacy system, the use of
qualified midwives, bath houses, etc. 

For this study it is particularly important that the doctors were tasked with
declaring any occurrences of quackery and measures they had taken to pre-
vent it, stating their views on this as a competitor or a complement to the
doctors’ work. The historian Sofia Ling, in her doctoral dissertation from
2004, has studied the relationship between doctors and people accused of
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2. Map of Orust drawn in 2009 by Kirsten Berrum, Oslo University.
quackery in the period 1770–1870 and has followed a large number of court
cases (Ling 2004). Quackery here means performing medicine without hav-
ing had any medical training or permit. An ordinance on this was included
in the law on quackery which in Sweden goes back to the medical statutes
of the seventeenth century (Ling 2004:41).

The annual reports of the Swedish district physicians (provinsialläkare)
have been published digitally in a database on the history of medicine at
Linköping University (http://www.ep.liu.se/databas/medhist.sv.asp).1 In
this study I have consulted all the available years from 1836 to 1900. The
only gap is from 1868 to 1877. For these years I have gone through the ori-
ginal reports which are in the archive of Sundhetskollegium at the National
Archives in Stockholm, class mark E5A.

The crown bailiff (kronofogde) in charge of a local administrative area
submitted five-year reports to the county administration. These reports con-
tain data on the state of health and medical care. Orust and Tjörn constituted
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one bailiwick. Every six years the clergy sent reports on their parish to the
bishop of the diocese. These contain accounts of the current state of the par-
ishes. Important information for this study can also be found in the records
of episcopal visitations to the different parishes at intervals of ten to twenty
years. All this archival material, both secular and ecclesiastical, reflecting
the outlook, attitudes, and measures of the authorities, is stored in the pro-
vincial archives at Göteborgs Landsarkiv, abbreviated GLA.2

The Dialect, Name and Folklore Archive in Gothenburg, abbreviated
DAG, has a considerable number of folk narratives collected from many in-
formants about folk healing and the use of untrained healers and midwives.
There are also some narratives about doctors. The farmer Jakob Jonsson’s
diaries from the years 1866–1879 are also valuable for the insight they give
into everyday life in the country in connection with ordinary illnesses and
epidemics. There are references to visits to doctors and folk healers alike.
These diaries have been published in two volumes printed in 1991 and 1997
(Jakob Jonsson’s dagbok 1–2, 1991, 1997).3 All this material reveals the
outlooks and practice of the peasantry as an important complement to the re-
ports of representatives of authority in the form of district physicians, crown
bailiffs, priests, and bishops. Books on the local history of Orust and Tjörn
have also been consulted (e.g. Tjörne 1970; Pettersson 1978).

Outline

The first section deals with the question of how district physicians and phar-
macies were established in the area under study. The second section looks
at how the frequent epidemics were managed and experienced by the rural
population as reflected in peasant diaries. How did people use doctors and
unqualified healers in situations of severe illness? The third section analyses
oral narratives told by the rural population about some folk healers who
were consulted and who used both rational and magical healing methods. 

Section four shows that even doctors were the subject of stories in the folk
narrative tradition. The clearest example is Doctor Emil Olsson, showing
that a doctor’s behaviour and bedside manner were crucial for making
whether or not the local people put their confidence in him.

Section five investigates how the doctors relate to and report on the
unqualified folk healers. This can be compared with the folk narratives
about the same healers in section three. The doctors were instructed to report
on what they knew and how they handled quackery in their district. Besides
the doctors, some churchmen were also critical of unqualified folk healers. 

Section six takes up the issue of certain priests who engaged in rational
healing. This is reported both by doctors and by rural informants in the folk-
life records. As educated men, the priests occupied an intermediate position
between the doctors and the folk healers.
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Section seven sheds light on economic aspects of the consultation of doc-
tors compared with folk healers and how conditions changed in the late
nineteenth century as a consequence of the new doctors at the bathing re-
sorts on the coast.

Section eight deals with the tough struggle that the doctors, ably assisted
by churchmen and crown bailiffs, waged to get the parish authorities to em-
ploy qualified midwives and then to make sure they were accepted and used
by the local people.

1 Establishing District Physicians and Pharmacies in the 
Countryside

District Physicians 

Physicians were state officials whose cultural foundation was in the urban
bourgeoisie (Schiøtz 2017:291). They represented the scientific experience
and standpoints of the time. The first Swedish instructions for district phys-
icians were issued in 1744 (www.ne.se Provinsialläkare; Ling 2004:84). 

The first district physician who was to live on Orust and also serve the
people of Tjörn began his work after the great cholera epidemic that struck
both Sweden and Norway in 1834. The state authorities understood that
work for public health had to be improved, especially in the countryside (Al-
ver et al. 2013:52ff). Annual reports by district physicians for Orust and
Tjörn survive from 1836 onwards. Johan Boustedt (1802–1868) was the
first doctor in the years 1836–1840. He lived at Kårehogen in the parish of
Morlanda on western Orust, although there was no official residence for him
there. 

The matter of a residence for the district physician was discussed from the
1850s onwards, encountering opposition at several parish council meetings.
Niklas Olof Gammelin, who was district physician 1853–1863 is said to
have expressed discontent with the fact that he did not have a decent dwell-
ing. The bailiff Oscar Warmark, in his five-year report dated 1862, warned
of the consequences of this discontent. “It is also beyond doubt that, if the
district physician Gammelin seeks and obtains a transfer, another doctor
will not be acquired unless a residence is provided by the people of the dis-
trict” (GLA Göteborgs och Bohusläns landskansli DVb: 8). The following
year, 1863, Gammelin left Orust and Tjörn to become district physician in
Hässleholm, where he died in 1867. 

The doctor continued to reside at Kårehogen until 1870 when the new dis-
trict physician Uno Helleday (1834–1904) took up residence in the little vil-
lage of Henån on northern Orust. There had been hot baths since 1857
(Henån 1997:25), which were also served by the district physician. The lo-
cation of the doctor’s residence was not optimal in view of the distance both
to Tjörn and to the pharmacy in Kårehogen, some twenty kilometres away.
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3. Niklas Olof Gammelin
was district physician on
Orust and Tjörn 1853–
1863. Photo: Carl Curman,
Lysekil, c. 1860. After
Larsson 2015.
The crown bailiff Oscar Warmark wrote in his five-year report for 1871 that
“the unsuitability of this is generally understood, and measures will there-
fore be taken as soon as possible to acquire, at the expense of the district, a
residence for the doctor” (GLA Göteborgs och Bohusläns kansli DVb: 11).
In the next five-year report for 1876 Warmark was able to announce that
municipal councils in the parishes of Tegneby, Stala, and Myckleby on
Orust and all the municipalities on Tjörn had decided to build together “a
dwelling with necessary outhouses” for the district physician. Over three
years, each registered person was to pay 25 öre and 3 öre for each fyrk4

(GLA Göteborgs och Bohusläns landskansli DVb: 13). In 1876 the new
doctor Johan Walfrid Pihl (1833–1902) moved into the first official district
physician’s residence built on Orust. It was at Hårleby in the parish of Stala,
a more central location in the district than both Kårehogen and Henån. For
the people of Tjörn, Hårleby was much closer (Emanuelsson 1973:63). 

In 1885 Orust acquired an extra district physician, stationed on the coast
at Nösund, for the western parts of the island where all the coastal settle-
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ments were. In this area there was a boom in fishing and shipping in the last
decades of the nineteenth century (GLA Göteborgs och Bohusläns lands-
kansli DVb: 16, Hasslöf 1949).

It was not until 1892 that Tjörn received its own district physician, John
Emil von Wachenfeldt. The first time a vet is mentioned on Orust and Tjörn
is 1865, when J. C. Schedin lived in the little community of Varekil in Stala
parish on Orust, close to Tjörn. He was paid by the county agricultural so-
ciety (GLA Göteborgs och Bohusläns landskansli DVb: 8). Both before and
after this, folk healers were engaged to cure diseases in animals (IFGH
5358:12ff). 

Pharmacies

The pharmacy system was regulated through royal ordinances. In 1786 it be-
came illegal for anyone but apothecaries to sell poisons. In principle a doc-
tor’s prescription was required to be able to obtain medicines from a phar-
macy. Any apothecary who provided drugs to unauthorized people risked
having to pay a fine or lose the right to run a pharmacy (Ling 2004:49).
Through a royal edict of 1838 the first pharmacy was established on Orust
and Tjörn in 1840. Like the doctor’s clinic, it was at Kårehogen in Morlanda
parish. The first owner of the pharmacy was Carl Fredrik Schugge (born
1808), who served there until his death in 1861. He also sold “retail goods
and notions on a rather large scale”, according to a critical report in 1850 by
the physician Sven Kellberg (1784–1863), who worked on Orust 1850–
1853. It was not until 1846 that legislation on freedom of trade made it
4. The pharmacy in Kårehogen, established in 1840. Postcard. The buildings are still standing.
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possible to establish country shops, on condition that they were at least thir-
ty kilometres from the nearest town (Ejdestam 1943; Brattö 2002:123ff).
Doctor Kellberg complains that Schugge “has retail business as his main
pursuit” and is “without the slightest assistance for the pharmacy business”.
Kellberg wanted Schugge to realize the need to employ “a provisor (bache-
lor of pharmacy) or at least a student of pharmacy for the apothecary busi-
ness”.

Schugge was succeeded by the pharmacist Alexis Anders Christofer
Widell (born 1825), who served until his death in 1905. Besides the phar-
macy he ran a shop and was head of the post station from 1866 (Sveriges
Apotekarhistoria 2, 1918–1923:1183ff). 

Through a royal edict of 1894 a store of medicines was established on
Tjörn, with the pharmacist in Marstrand in charge. Tjörn’s first district
physician, John Emil von Wachenfeldt, complained in 1892 about the long
distance the people of Tjörn had to travel to get to a pharmacy. It was either
ten kilometres by steamer to Marstrand or thirty by land or sea to Kårehogen
on Orust. The pharmacist Richard Abraham Indebetou (1855–1934) came
to Tjörn in 1896. In 1900 this medicine store was transformed through a new
royal edict into an independent pharmacy for Tjörn. Indebetou became the
first owner until 1909 (Sveriges Apotekarhistoria 2 1918–1923:1202f).
5. Richard Abraham Indebetou was the
pharmacist on Tjörn 1896–1909.
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2 Epidemics and Other Diseases Considered from a Folk Per-
spective

Epidemics occurred frequently in the nineteenth century. It was after the
great cholera epidemic in Sweden in 1834 that the first doctor and pharma-
cist came to Orust. How these epidemics were managed and perceived by
the common people is a topic about which little is known in research on the
history of medicine. To shed light on such aspects, extant peasant diaries
and letters will come in handy here. In what way did people use doctors or
folk healers?

The farmer Jakob Jonsson was born in 1795 on the farm of Prästbacka in
Röra parish on Orust. In his detailed diaries from the years 1866–1879 (Gus-
tavsson 2009) there are many statements about serious diseases and epidem-
ics and how they were experienced and handled. Religious interpretations
are part of the picture. The epidemics he mentions are scarlet fever, typhoid
fever, and cholera. 
6. The farmer Jakob Jons-
son 1795–1879. Photo in
private ownership.
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Scarlet Fever

A severe epidemic of scarlet fever occurred in Jonsson’s home parish of
Röra during the summer and early autumn of 1870. This disease is a
troublesome throat infection that strikes children especially, caused by a
group of A-streptococci (www.ne.se Scharlakansfeber). In the latter part
of the nineteenth century scarlet fever was the infectious disease that
caused most deaths in Sweden. Mortality was as high as 30 per cent among
those who caught it. According to the register of deaths and burials, 67
people died in Röra in 1870, 33 of them from scarlet fever, within a limited
period from 10 May to 6 October. The children who died were aged from
three months up to 14 years. Only three of them were over ten (GLA Röra
F 1).

Several parents lost more than one child in the epidemic. Jonsson’s
nephew and tenant farmer Olle Olsson lost three children during the time
from 20 August to 11 September.5 On 6 August Jonsson wrote that “here at
my tenant Olle’s almost all the children are sick, and in them and others it
begins and persists with swelling in the throat – the smallest of Olle’s boys
is now so sick that it is questionable whether he will recover, it is worst or
most difficult with the small ones, since it is impossible to get them to take
medicine because they do not understand that it is curative, for it has been
tried and found to help those who have taken it” (part 1, p. 163). On 29 Au-
gust Olle Olsson went to “the doctor or physician August Westerberg” to
seek help for his eldest daughter Mathilda, “who is very weak and sick in
the chest and head or with a sore throat and swelling” (part 1, p. 167). She
died on 11 September having been confined to bed for two months (part 1,
p. 169). 

August Westerberg was the son of a cousin of Jakob Jonsson and de-
scribed by him as “assistant physician, otherwise as parish clerk and organ-
ist in Morlanda” (part 1, p. 306). He thus had two completely different oc-
cupations although he had no education, having first been a shoemaker. In
Norway too, it could happen at this time that untrained folk healers were
popularly known as bygdeleger or bygdedoktorer, that is, “local doctors”
(Alver et al. 2013:219).

Jonsson gives us insight into his experiences of grief, while simultaneous-
ly describing several and protracted courses of disease. Some of his grand-
children were also struck by suffering and later death. On Sunday 24 July
1870 there were prayers in the church “both b. [before] and a. [after] the ser-
vice for Abraham’s [one of his sons-in-law] eldest daughter in Göksäter
who has long been in bed seriously ill”. She passed away two days later (part
1, p. 160). 

Faith in doctors and the curative effect of medicines is striking in Jonsson.
The parish clerk August Westerberg was not the first choice, however, per-
haps because he lacked medical training. When a brother-in-law of Jons-
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son’s son-in-law Per Olausson went to consult the ordinary doctor in Henån
in 1875, he was not available. Consequently, August Westerberg “was en-
gaged out of necessity” (part 2, p. 94). 

Child mortality was very high in Jakob Jonsson’s time, but soon new chil-
dren were born in families that had lost one or more children in epidemics.
The tenant Olle Olsson and his wife, who lost two children to scarlet fever
on 20 August 1870 and yet another child on 11 September the same year,
then lost a newborn daughter on 28 July 1871 (part 1, p. 219). On 23 No-
vember the following year Olle Olsson’s wife had yet another child, a boy
(part 1, p. 296).

Typhoid Fever

Another disease that caused many deaths was typhoid fever. This is caused
by aggressive salmonella bacteria, giving rise to inflammation in the walls
of the small intestine and then spreading through the body and the blood
(www.ne.se Nervfeber). In early July 1871 Jonsson’s daughter Anna Brit-
ta caught this disease. He understood that her life was in danger when he
wrote that it is “such a grave disease that will either put an end to her
bodily life, or else, judging by what has happened to other such patients,
she will be bedridden for an uncommonly long time and more likely than
not have some weakness for the rest of her life”. He wrote that this situa-
tion caused him “distress” and that “for me it is more than vexatious” (part
1, p. 217). Three times his tenant Olle Olsson had to take his horse and cart
to the coastal hamlet of Henån to bring the district physician Uno Helleday
(1834–1904), who worked on Orust 1870–1875, home to the Prästbacka
farm. Then he also had to go to the pharmacy in Kårehogen to get medi-
cine. Olsson’s maid Maria Larsdotter had also contracted this disease.
Jonsson had to pay almost five riksdalers for the medicine, of which he
says that it is “certainly very costly to pay for medicine”. He consoles him-
self, however, with the fact that he did not have to pay Doctor Helleday’s
fee, which would have been many times more expensive than the medi-
cine. For infectious diseases like typhoid fever the doctor received his
payment from the state (part 1, p. 217f).

Cholera

During the summer and autumn of 1866 a cholera epidemic raged in Swe-
den. This is a bacterial stomach disease with diarrhoea and vomiting, and the
mortality was about 50 per cent (www.ne.se Kolera; Schiøtz 2017:237ff).
Cholera was prevalent chiefly in coastal places and only in sporadic cases
inland on Orust and Tjörn. This was because the infection was spread by
sea. The parish of Röra, inland on Orust, was spared this epidemic but the
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disease ravaged the shipping city of Gothenburg (Fredberg 1 1921:475). On
25 June 1866 it arrived there by ship from abroad; 1,237 people caught it
and 638 of them died. On 9 October the epidemic was considered to have
ended in Gothenburg (Arvidsson 1972:87). 

The disease also devastated several places on the coast of Bohuslän,
which had seaborne contacts with Gothenburg. In the coastal settlements of
Rönnäng and Klädesholmen on Tjörn, no fewer than 116 people died in this
epidemic. In the inland parishes of Valla and Klövedal on Tjörn there were
just a few cases of cholera (Pettersson 1978:18). Also hard struck was the
fishing hamlet of Gullholmen on Orust, with which Jonsson’s family had
contacts through purchases of fish. In an account of his childhood on Gull-
holmen, the author Olof Hansson, born 1914, retells narratives from his
grandmother and grandfather. In 1866 they were thirteen years old, and they
“spoke of how dreadful it was; of how everybody lived in fear. No one knew
in the morning what had happened during the night. There were people sick
in nearly every house, and 36 people lost their lives. Many were seized by
panic, and in one of the houses a woman locked herself in alone out of fear
of infection. … Yet she ended up one of the first victims” (Hansson 1983:
45). Jonsson noted at the end of August that year that the cholera “in certain
places was very serious, especially in the fishing hamlet of Gullholmen”.
The infection is said to have been brought there by people from Gullholmen
who had visited the St Lawrence fair in Gothenburg on 10 August (part 1,
p. 25; about this market see Skarin Frykman 1993). Women on Gullholmen
were known for travelling by boat to Gothenburg in the summer to sell the
fish the men had caught. The market was an important time for selling fish
(Hasslöf 1949:396).

At the end of August 1866 a man from Röra parish died in Gothenburg
(part 1, p. 26). On 28 August a 23-year-old crofter daughter from Röra died
of cholera on Gullholmen (GLA F 1 Röra). On 1 September the first and
only death in Röra parish occurred. It was the wife of a crofter, aged 72.
Jonsson noted that “the infection had come there through a person arriving
from Gullholmen” (part 1, p. 27). At the start of September he expressed
“double sorrow and worry now, for it is not enough that the weather is un-
favourable and hopeless for rescuing” here in Röra, “but the ravages of the
plague of cholera are so widespread that all trade between towns, especially
Gothenburg, and the archipelago must be almost completely curtailed – in
some places completely” (part 1, p. 27). 

In a letter posted from Gothenburg to the peasant Lars Andersson on the
farm of Naveröd near Jonsson’s farm at Prästbacka on 8 September 1866,
his brother Nathanael Nordborg informs him that “here in Gothenburg the
cholera is seriously rampant – it was said today that in Haga alone 22 people
died in one day, I believe it was the day before yesterday. Yesterday I heard
that the schools here are closed until further notice or until the plague is
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7. A wooden cross
from Gullholmen on
the grave of the widow
Inger Johansson, born
1816, and her son Carl
Johan Andersson, born
1849. They died of
cholera on the same
day, 4 September 1866.
An angel with wings is
holding a cloth with the
names and dates of the
deceased. Photo: Berth
Kullholm.
alleviated”. The letter writer had been thinking for the last two weeks of
coming home to Naveröd to eat the apples that were ripe in the garden there
at this time, “but as you perhaps are afraid of me now because I could bring
the disease, I shall probably stay here”. He had also heard that “the unpleas-
ant plague of cholera has now also been ravaging Orust for a while, and
Tjörn and Klädesholmen too, so now I want to send information about how
you should behave in the time of cholera” (letter in private ownership). He
therefore enclosed a transcript he had made of the instructions issued by
“The Swedish Medical Society and conveyed to the printer by The Gothen-
burg City Board of Health” in July 1866. These instructions, which are pre-
served among the papers left by Lars Andersson, bear the title “Information
for the public about the characteristics of the cholera disease, about preven-
tive measures against it for healthy people, and about the medicines that
should be used for sick people until a doctor arrives or when no doctor is
available”.

Jonsson viewed the situation with profound concern, worrying about the
consequences for the people on the coast beyond his own home place, and
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he wrote: “It seems as if all these poor or pitiable coast dwellers will go to-
gether into eternity at one and the same time – we shall see how far the angel
of death is allowed to go or how much he has been commanded to kill.” He
gives a religious interpretation when he talks of the angel of death, an idea
going back to the Old Testament stories about the exodus of the Israelites
from Egypt (www.ne.se Mordängel). 

According to Jonsson there was a religious way out of the difficulties.
“Serious penance and prayers to be spared could serve as a reason not to af-
flict people any more” (part 1, p. 27). On 26 October he was able to note,
with some relief: “God be praised, the cholera has generally and noticeably
declined in towns and fishing hamlets, where it has been most serious” (part
1, p. 30). We are reminded here of the religious interpretation of diseases
and their healing. Christian ideas set their stamp on his life and provided him
with spiritual solutions to various situations of illness. At the same time, he
trusted the doctors and their ability to help and cure.

The medical profession was highly esteemed by Jonsson, as we see clear-
ly from his account of the sudden death of Doctor Dalin in Henån on 7 Feb-
ruary 1875. On a very cold winter’s day with a severe snowstorm, this doc-
tor had to go to visit a sick person on the farm of Holm in Tegneby parish.
Because of the bad weather it was impossible to clear the road of snow, so
he had to spend the night there “and rumour has it that he was placed in cold
bedclothes”. This is said to have led to the cold that caused his death. Jons-
son describes this doctor as “the one who has long been an instrument in the
hand of the Supreme Being to cure and relieve sickness in others” (part 2, p.
92). The medical profession is viewed here in a religious context. Medical
science is not independent of religion but subordinate to it, assisting people
in situations of illness.

Cures in Newspapers

Jakob Jonsson read both a regional newspaper, Bohusläns Tidning, and a
national paper, Svenska Weckobladet. These gave him information about
medicines that could be used. An example is a “general healing and house
plaster” which, according to Jonsson, was for sale at the Svanen pharmacy
in Kristianstad. This plaster could be used against several injuries and ail-
ments, listed in eight points, and “hereby along with God’s help many
people who have suffered from old injuries and unbearable torments have
been completely restored to health”. Jonsson believed that one should take
advantage of the available medicines while simultaneously relying on God’s
help. He is open to assistance both from “wise people” (folk healers) and
physicians. 

From articles in Svenska Weckobladet in 1870 Jonsson has copied
recipes against ague and dysentery. Ague refers to quick, uncontrolled
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muscle contractions in connection with high fever, for instance caused by
bacteria in the blood or influenza (www.ne.se Frossa). Dysentery is an in-
fection in the large intestine and was for a long time one of the most feared
infectious diseases (www.ne.se Dysenteri). The cure against ague, accord-
ing to Jonsson, “has already been tried with great success by a doctor in
Helsinki”.

Jonsson has also copied other information about cures which he read
about. One heading reads: “New medicine against dropsy”. This is a mor-
bid accumulation of water in the body (www.ne.se Vattusot). In Jons-
son’s handwritten text he tells of a 63-year-old woman who had long suf-
fered from dropsy. A “wise woman” advised her to crawl into a meal bag,
which she did. This is folk magic, not rational healing, yet Jonsson does
not suggest any criticism of it. He goes on to write: “Day by day the
swelling decreased and within a few weeks the patient had fully re-
covered enough to leave her sickbed.” Jonsson also noted a decoction of
lungwort leaves, which is said to have helped many people with pulmon-
ary diseases. This is rational folk healing. Jonsson himself had “experi-
enced a marvellous effect from it”. He therefore recommended this drink
for “everyone with lung disease; it is mild, does not cost much, and cer-
tainly helps”.

3 Tales of Folk Healers

The farmer Jakob Jonsson gives examples of how folk healing could be used
alongside doctors and the curative methods about which he read in news-
papers. We do not notice any suspicion of rational folk healing (see Bø
1986:44ff; Alver et al. 2013:14ff) in his diaries. One such form of healing
was cupping, which could also be performed by trained health personnel.
This was a form of bloodletting in which the blood flow was increased with
the aid of a cup, which in older days consisted of a horn, known as a cupping
horn (Tillhagen 1962:80ff; Alver et al. 2013:69f). On 29 April 1876 Jons-
son’s son-in-law Per Olausson, who had incurred a back injury, set off for
the farm of Björfjäll in Röra parish “to use cupping horns and 4 were set on
the place that hurt by Anders Rasmusson’s wife there” (part 2, p. 183). 

Several narratives about folk healing, which could also be practised on
livestock before there were rural vets, can be found in the records of the
folklore archives. Here I quote stories of some folk healers who are often
mentioned. The first is the crofter Abraham Jakobsson Sluger (1805–
1876). One measure applied by folk healers was “staunching blood”. This
way of stopping the blood flow is a magical method that is not recorded as
frequently as the rational methods. An informant born in Långelanda parish
in 1860 tells of how Abraham Sluger in his youth staunched blood, dressed
wounds with a home-made ointment, and splinted fractures. 
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When somebody had injured himself so that it bled a lot and they could not make it
stop, they just had to go to him and tell him about it, and the bleeding stopped at
once. … Sluger cooked up a special kind of salve that he used to put on all kinds of
wounds and external injuries. He never revealed what he had made this salve from.
… For he was always a bit secretive in all his cures and did not answer if they asked
him what kind of medicine he used. … If someone had broken an arm or a leg, he
splinted it. 

This informant had visited Sluger in his childhood when he had injured a
hand. Sluger “patched it together as best he could and then he wrapped a
bandage around the hand. Outside this bandage he then put some of his oint-
ment and on top of that yet another bandage”. After three days the informant
was to come back to have the bandage changed. After a few more visits the
hand was “pretty good again” (VFF 1327, pp. 1f). Unlike some other heal-
ers, Sluger did not treat animals. According to oral tradition in his own fam-
ily, Abraham Sluger was known for growing medicinal plants, and his two
daughters continued with this (Släktlänken no. 2, 2014). Growing herbal and
medicinal plants is a characteristic feature of other folk healers. The same
applies to the secretive trait, the healer’s refusal to disclose the ingredients
in his cures (af Klintberg 1985:14f).

From Tjörn as well, there are records of several healers who, according
to the folk narrative tradition, were able to staunch blood. One of these was
Matilda Johannisdotter of Sumpen, born in 1847, and another was Kristian
at Oset. When someone came to him for help they had to say: “Staunch
blood on this or that” without speaking Kristian’s name. He then dis-
appeared into the kitchen and came back after a while and said: “Now it’s
8. Abraham Jacobsson Sluger’s cottage. After Svanesund 1985.
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finished”. “And at the same moment the blood stopped flowing at the part
where you had asked for it to be staunched” (Pettersson 1978:142). These
two healers from Tjörn are not mentioned in the doctors’ reports, nor is a
man named Jonsson in Valla parish (IFGH 4975:11). Perhaps the doctors
who were stationed on Orust did not know so much about what happened
further away on Tjörn. It was actually not until John Emil von Wachenfelt
(1861–1931) came in 1892 as the first district physician on Tjörn, where he
worked until 1907, that there are more details of folk healing on Tjörn in the
doctors’ reports. The belief in folk healers’ ability to staunch blood is also
recorded from Norway (Bø 1986:96f).

Another healer on Orust was the wife of a crofter in Röra parish who went
under the name Finnskotte-Tilda; her real name was Matilda Samuelsson
(born 1852). She specialized in healing finnskott, equivalent to “elfshot”, in
folk belief a sudden pain believed to be caused by a secret shot fired by a
magic-working Finn (Honko 1959; www.ne.se Trollskott). A man born in
1864 tells of how this woman used to “boil an ointment consisting of spruce
resin, pitch, tallow, wasp’s nest, and something from the pharmacy although
no one knew what it was. To all this she then added honeycomb [biskott]”
(IFGH 3467:48f). A female informant born in Röra parish in 1883 collected
wasps’ nests in her childhood which she sold for one crown apiece to Finn-
skotte-Tilda. She prepared an “elfshot mixture” which was to be swallowed
to cure all manner of pain in the body. A male informant born in 1863 re-
calls: “My mother had a sore leg. And she went to the old elfshot woman in
Basteskår and got something that was supposed to be good for the bad leg;
it was in the knee she was sore. But she also went to a quack called Väster-
berg, who was parish clerk in Morlanda. He wasn’t so bad because he had
read a lot in medical books. Well, mother got better” (Bergstrand 1962:158;
IFGH 5353:3). People came from far away to visit Finnskotte-Tilda (Jo-
hansson 2001:63ff). 

The informant, a woman born in 1883, said that doctors tried to have
Finnskotte-Tilda imprisoned for quackery, but there was never any trial.
She collected many references from people testifying that she had healed
them, and went to visit Doctor Carl Adolf Riber Blume (1869–1934),
who worked in Lysekil 1905–1934. He is said to have accepted her plea
not to be charged and declared: “You need not be afraid. I shall sign my
name to confirm that most of the medicine was bought at the pharmacy
and that Tilda has helped many people that we doctors were not able to
help”. She is also said to have cured the son of a Doctor Ahlström of
Uddevalla who was consulted by an inhabitant of Orust. The doctor’s son
had pains in a leg that his father had not succeeded in treating (IFGH
5238:13ff, IFGH 5353:3ff). Folk healers helping members of doctors’
families, either wives or children, is a familiar narrative motif elsewhere
in Sweden (Gustafson 1981:102f; Ljungström 1984:73; af Klintberg
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10. Finnskotte-Tilda’s cottage. Photo in private ownership.

9. Finnskotte-Tilda. Pho-
to in private ownership.
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1985:10). Such stories helped to improve the perception of folk healers
and their ability to help.

The stories about Finnskotte-Tilda reveal a conflict or competition
between doctors and folk healers, and that these healers could have
strong support and trust among the common people. It was exactly as in
Jakob Jonsson’s case, not a matter of either/or when it comes to the rela-
tionship to doctors and folk healers. People were prepared to visit both.
The important thing was the belief that one could be cured. A person
would then use whatever opportunity was available. This applied equally
to the new methods that doctors brought and the traditional cures of the
folk healers. 

On Tjörn there were also women who sold medicine against elfshot.
Elisabet of Tådås took 50 öre for a mixture of sulphur, gunpowder, fly
wings, and snakeskin. There is no mention here of the wasps’ nests that
Finnskotte-Tilda used. Another woman was Maria Nilsdotter who lived on
Herrön. She employed the same kind of ingredients as Elisabet in Tådås.
“Small, square loaves were hollowed out and the elfshot was put in. Then
Maria spread butter on it and gave it to the person who was to be cured.
People came sailing from both north and south to get help from her” (Pet-
tersson 1978:140f). These two women from Tjörn are not mentioned in the
doctors’ reports.

The local collector Hulda Tjörne (1889–1976), who grew up on Tjörn and
worked as a teacher there, describes “Olle of Tjärtången” (died 1909) as a
“wise old man” (klok gubbe). He worked as a foreman in house construc-
tion. 

He was a good and kindly man, very religious. He had a long beard and looked like
a patriarch. … He spoke of “the vital force of nature”. He often prayed to God for
the patient. I cannot recall hearing tell of any case where only his prayer helped, but
his water treatments made many sick people well. He was also called the water doc-
tor. He prescribed water compresses for nearly all diseases. Compresses on the chest,
compresses on the head. Sit-baths, cold rub-downs, neck-baths. Many people came
to him from far afield. A couple of patients came all the way from Stockholm. … It
is known that he cured many cases of pneumonia, for example, by means of com-
presses that drove out sweat. He also knew about herbs for which he wrote prescrip-
tions. With the herbs I know a couple of cases where, for example, severe eczema
was healed. 

Here again we have an example of how important the use of different herbs
was for the folk healers. This healer is unlikely to have accepted payment.
He is mentioned in the 1890s by the first doctor on Tjörn, John Emil von
Wachenfelt (see below). Powerful religious conviction as a background or
a motive force for the healing is also seen in other folk healers. An example
is the Danish peasant Peder Kragsig (1812–1895), who underwent a dramat-
ic religious conversion in 1860 (Rørbye 1980:85ff).

Obviously rumours spread over large areas about folk healers who were
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considered reliable and able to exert a curative effect. When people were in
need of help for pains and other ailments, they had to use the means that
were available and familiar in the folk tradition. 

4 Folk Narratives about Doctors

The folk narrative tradition mentions not just folk healers but also doctors.
Some of them generated more stories than others. These were doctors whose
way of life was criticized through the narratives. This shows that doctors’
conduct and the way they encountered patients was important if they were
to establish trust among the people. The clearest example is the doctor Emil
Olsson (1842–1914), who worked on Orust and Tjörn 1879–1893. He then
moved to become district physician in Oskarshamn, and he remained un-
married all his life. He is said to have been highly outspoken and known for
“his provocative behaviour”. Olsson could be downright unpleasant towards
people who consulted him. There was a farmhand, for example, from the
farm of Vräland who asked for a certificate of physical eligibility to be able
to apply for a position as boatswain in the Swedish navy. The farmhand was
instructed to undress in front of the doctor, who rose suddenly, kicked him
on the backside, and exclaimed: “Hanging shoulders, crooked legs, and flat
feet. Damned if such a man can defend the fatherland!” (Olsson 1967:21).
One may wonder how the farmhand reacted to this brusque treatment. It is
understandable if people hesitated to visit a doctor who was known for his
unpleasant behaviour towards patients. It reinforced the class difference be-
tween the doctor as a public official and the peasantry. In such a situation it
may have felt more natural to visit a folk healer of whom one had prior ex-
perience.

Another statement ascribed to Olsson is: “I don’t care so much about old
women and small children” (Emanuelsson 1973:66). He is alleged to have
made distinctions between people when practising his profession, devoting
less attention to children and elderly women. According to the folk tradition,
he consumed a great deal of alcohol, which could also be noticed when he
was in service. A male informant born in 1872 said that Olsson once visited
a man on the farm of Näverkärr in Röra parish who had contracted pneumo-
nia “and he was drunk, as he was most of the time”. He wrote a prescription
which made the pharmacist at Kårehogen suspicious. The pharmacist said
to the person who collected the medicine: “Give him just half the dose of
what it says!” The next day when the doctor woke “from his drunken stu-
por”, he realized that he had made a mistake when writing the prescription.
He went back to the patient’s home and asked at once: “Is the old man
alive?” and “Has he taken the medicine I prescribed?” When the answer to
both questions was yes, he exclaimed: “My God but he’s a tough old geezer”
(IFGH 5352:1). 
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11. Emil Olsson was district phys-
ician on Orust and Tjörn 1879–
1893.
Olsson’s way of life and his behaviour towards patients probably explain
the statements that people on Tjörn had no confidence in him and refused to
consult him. In a priest’s report from Tjörn to Bishop Carl Daniel Björck in
1884 we read: “the people can put no trust in the person who now has this
responsible vocation.” Instead the people of Tjörn, at their own expense, ar-
ranged for a different doctor to visit the island once a month (GLA GDA F
IIa: 22). It must have been Olsson’s unusual and unpredictable attitude to
patients that led to so many folk narratives being told of him and then passed
down for many years. 

5 Doctors’ Narratives about Folk Healers

In their annual reports doctors were required to state what they knew about
quackery in their district, and how they dealt with it. Abraham Sluger, Au-
gust Westerberg, and Finnskotte-Tilda are mentioned several times. Quack-
ery was widespread and trusted by the common people in the mid nineteenth
century, as is clear from Josef Albert Carlson’s (1815–1871) report for
1846: “I was engaged only by those living closest to me, which is not sur-
prising in view of the fact that the number of so-called ‘wise women’ and
quacks here is immense and the common people place unlimited trust in
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such persons and this will take a long time to eradicate.” Both the geograph-
ical and the social distance to the doctor and the long-accustomed folk ex-
perience were impediments to the establishment of medical practice. It is far
from being an optimistic picture the young doctor paints. The question is
what happened later in the nineteenth century.

In 1858 Doctor Olof Niklas Gammelin (1815–1867), who worked on
Orust 1853–1863, mentions the crofter Abraham Jakobsson Sluger (1805–
1876) with some respect because of what he accomplished with external
ailments. “This man would not be so bad if he contented himself with
treating external ailments, but when he also deals with internal ailments
he causes damage”. For that reason Gammelin had reported him to the
district court. Sluger was nevertheless allowed to continue, and Gammelin
mentioned his activity in 1859 and 1862. In the latter year he reports that
Sluger “causes much damage with bloodletting but is not so bad at splint-
ing broken legs”. It was not uncommon for other district physicians in
Sweden to accept that folk healers dealt with external ailments such as
fractures and wounds, but they were not supposed to treat internal diseases
(Ling 2004:148).

In 1866 “old man Sluger” is said to be the most frequently consulted
quack. He is also described in 1867 as “now aged”. The 1869 annual report
states that he “appears to have good experience of bandaging fractures,
and besides the bandaging he performs only perfectly innocent washing
and rubbing with spike oil”. Doctor Johan Walfrid Pihl, who came to
Orust in 1875, described Sluger in that year as “a quack of the old school”
who was consulted occasionally for external ailments. In 1876, the year
that Sluger died, he is also mentioned in Pihl’s report. It was evidently not
easy to prevent folk healers who had gained the trust of the people over a
long time.

August Westerberg is mentioned for the first time in a physician’s report
for 1868. He was a shoemaker who had passed an examination that qualified
him to vaccinate against smallpox “but he seldom practises his profession”.
In the 1870s there is no record of Westerberg among the vaccinators work-
ing on Orust and Tjörn, but he is mentioned once in 1885. In Sweden the
vaccinators were mostly parish clerks or midwives after the introduction of
smallpox vaccination in 1805 and when it became compulsory in 1816
(Ling 2004:52).6 The vaccinators on Orust and Tjörn, who were almost all
parish clerks, are highly praised in several physicians’ reports in the late
nineteenth century, and were rewarded for their diligence and their success
in having the children of the common people vaccinated.7

The report for 1869 mentions “a shoemaker who engages in quackery”,
referring to Westerberg (IFGH 5354:15). The farmer Jakob Jonsson men-
tions Westerberg’s medical activities in 1870 (see above). The 1873 report
states that Westerberg the parish clerk copies prescriptions from medical
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books “but without putting his name under them”. This is also reported by
an informant born in 1858 in the fishing hamlet of Stocken in Morlanda
(IFGH 5354:17). Doctor Johan Walfrid Pihl (1833–1902), who came to
Orust in 1875, described Westerberg’s activities thus: “he performs cup-
ping, extracts teeth, and is often consulted in the first instance before a doc-
tor is called for”. The latter agrees with what Jakob Jonsson stated in the
same year, 1875 (see above). Pihl had no criticism of Westerberg, merely
noting that “his measures are rather harmless”. In the following year, 1876,
Pihl appears to take an even more favourable view, describing Westerberg’s
actions as “rather sensible”. In 1879 Pihl’s successor Emil Olsson (1842–
1914), who came to Orust that year (see above), wrote that Westerberg was
particularly engaged by “poor unfortunates”. He is said to have written pre-
scriptions copied from books or doctors’ prescriptions, which agrees with
the 1873 report. These prescriptions were accepted by the pharmacy in
Kårehogen where Westerberg lived. Other folk healers in both Sweden and
Denmark were known for copying prescriptions from medical books which
were accepted by pharmacies (Gustafson 1981:31f; Rørbye 1980:85). 

Emil Olsson, unlike his predecessor Pihl, was sceptical of Westerberg; in
his opinion it was Westerberg’s fault that people did not consult the quali-
fied doctor in time. Olsson states that “as a result of his intervention many
have neglected the period of grace8 and contributed to an increase in Wes-
terberg’s considerable death list”. It is a harsh judgement passed by this doc-
tor, who according to local tradition was severe in his behaviour towards
people (see above), implying that Westerberg was indirectly responsible for
many deaths. According to Olsson, in 1886 he was still “a frequently con-
sulted quack”. 

Olsson’s attitude to Westerberg, initially very critical, may have im-
proved after a few years. Westerberg’s niece Eva, born in 1865, was record-
ed in 1948 speaking about this. As a shoemaker and the son of a shoemaker,
August Westerberg could not afford to study or obtain any qualification.
Eva Westerberg said that Doctor Emil Olsson “was angry at my uncle be-
cause so many sick people went to him instead”. Once Olsson came driving
in a horse and carriage and met Westerberg on the road. Olsson stopped the
horse and cried out to Westerberg: “Come here and hold the horse while I
get off and kill that so-called ‘doctor’!” Westerberg replied calmly that he
could hold the horse. A conversation arose between him and Olsson. “And
that conversation was the start of a real friendship between Doctor Olsson
and my uncle” (IFGH 5354:15f). Another informant, born in Morlanda in
1865, said that if Westerberg was uncertain whether one of his prescriptions
would be accepted at the pharmacy, “then he took the patient to Doctor Ols-
son” (IFGH 5354:23).

In 1892 confidence in Westerberg had declined noticeably. This was ex-
plained by Doctor Johan Magnus Rhodin (1857–1928), who became extra
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district physician on Orust in 1891 and worked there until 1904, as a conse-
quence of “his drunken way of life”. In 1894 he is said to have “been sick in
bed with delirium”, which made him even more disqualified to perform his
healing. 

Finnskotte-Tilda is mentioned for the first time by the physician Johan
Walfrid Pihl in 1877 as “a woman whose name I never found out, living
somewhere on the Basteskår lands in Röra parish”. She “gives cures for elf-
shot” and is said to be consulted “by no few people from other districts as
well”. In 1885 the extra district physician Harald Sörman (1853–1916)
came to the newly established western district of Orust. He was the son of
Johan Sörman, rector of Tegneby parish 1861–1877 and describes Finn-
skotte-Tilda as an old woman in Röra parish who was not infrequently con-
sulted and sold her mixtures for elfshot for 50 öre. She continued her work
into the early 1890s, but to a decreasing extent. In 1892 Doctor Johan Mag-
nus Rhodin reported that, although she was less active, it was due to her that
many skin and hand infections and swellings had come “far too late for
treatment”. This is the same type of criticism that Doctor Emil Olsson
levelled at Westerberg in 1879. 

In 1894, however, Rhodin took a more favourable view of the develop-
ment in that quackery was increasingly viewed as superstition by the local
people. All “suddenly arising pains” are now understood differently “on ac-
count of the growing experience of the benefit of medical treatment and the
disappearance of superstitious notions about their origin”. Patients come
much earlier to the doctor’s surgery with infections and inflammations in
the hands and the lymphatic vessels “because the people’s trust in the elfshot
crones is greatly reduced”. In the past it had been unusual for patients to visit
the doctor without first having contacted some “elfshot woman”. In 1897 it
was “rare, at least for the local people” to consult Finnskotte-Tilda, or “a
seaman’s wife from Röd in Röra parish” as Rhodin calls her. Carl August
Ahlgren (1857–1909), who was the doctor for western Orust 1898–1906,
was able to observe in 1898, with noticeable satisfaction: “There is no
longer any known or consulted quack in the district”. The doctors on Orust
had thus, at least in their own opinion, finally managed to eliminate the
various forms of folk healing that they regarded as quackery.

On Tjörn it appears that quackery virtually disappeared at roughly the
same time. The first district physician, who served from 1892 until 1907,
John Emil von Wachenfelt (1861–1931), does not say anything about
quackery until 1897. He reports on a certain person “at Tjärtången in Valla
parish, although his activity has not been of such a nature that I have found
reason to have him prosecuted”. Olle Berntsson, living on a croft at Tjär-
tången (see above), is mentioned the next time in 1900. “It is difficult to
prove any direct damage from his treatment. Indirectly, however, the evil ef-
fect appears all the greater, especially as regards infectious disease and par-
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ticularly consumption”. We notice here the doctor’s suspicion of the healer
even if he cannot produce any concrete evidence of his harmful effect on pa-
tients.

A conflict arose between “Olle of Tjärtången” and the pharmacist
Richard Abraham Indebetou (1855–1934) who came to Tjörn in 1896. He
went under the name “The Evil Bite”9 and “was furious about the water doc-
tor and gave a violent scolding to anyone who came with a prescription from
him” (Tjörne 1970:116). The pharmacist’s negative view of prescriptions
from a folk healer reveal a stricter attitude than in the past when prescrip-
tions from folk healers could be accepted at pharmacies. This was the case,
for instance, with August Westerberg (see above).

Besides doctors, some churchmen also criticized the untrained folk heal-
ers. In a report to the bishop on the eve of his visitation in the parish of
Myckleby in 1882, the priest Anton Wilhelm Nordblom wrote: “In Långe-
landa there is a person who does not appear to be willing to refrain from his
attempts to cure blindness through unnatural arts”. Bishop Gustaf Daniel
Björck urged the priest to “try by legal means to curb the abuse that, accord-
ing to the report, is carried on by a superstitious person in Långelanda
parish” (GLA GDA F IIa: 22). This is evidently magical folk healing which
was regarded as superstition. The rural dean, Carl August Heüman (1814–
1883), rector of Morlanda parish 1849–1883 (Norborg 1949:173f) “did not
like how Westerberg the parish clerk healed sick people”, according to an
informant born in 1867, whose mother was confirmed under Heüman. He is
said to have complained to “higher authorities” about Westerberg’s healing
activities. Later, however, the priest and the parish clerk were reconciled
(IFGH 5321:10f).

6 Priests as Healers

Alongside the folk healers, some priests engaged in rational healing. This
goes back to the time before doctors were stationed in the countryside. As
educated men, the priests had quite a different social position in the rural
community compared to the uneducated folk healers who were far down on
the social ladder. The priests occupied an intermediate position between the
doctors and the folk healers. Both doctors and rural informants mention
three nineteenth-century priests on Orust and Tjörn who practised rational
folk healing. 

One of these priests was the dean and order member Carl Ulric Ekström,
born in Stockholm in 1781. He came to Tjörn in 1839 and stayed there until
his death in 1858 (Holmberg 1867:3, 35). An informant born in Stala parish
on Orust in 1857 said that his father visited Ekström when he had pains in
his chest and was afraid that he had consumption. Ekström had been able to
allay his fears. When the question of payment came up, Ekström answered:
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12. Dean Carl Ulric Ekström 1781–1858 in a
lithograph portrait from some time between
1853 and 1858. After Pettersson 1978.
“I never charge because I don’t do it for profit, only to help people in need”.
When a woman came for help against gout,10 Ekström told her that he too
had severe gout which he could not get rid of. He nevertheless promised to
prescribe some medicine to alleviate the woman’s gout, “but I can’t take the
gout away” (VFF 498:34f). He went under the name “the trinity doctor” be-
cause the people thought he was a doctor of theology, philosophy, and
medicine (Pettersson 1978:21ff; Larsson 2015:9ff).

On a visitation on Tjörn in 1845, Bishop Anders Bruhn praised Ekström
for his healing activity and for having established a private parish pharmacy
in the vicarage, “from which medicine is issued free of charge to the poor
people in need thereof” (GLA GDA F IIa: 12). Ekström appears to have
been impelled in his medical activity by a social pathos. This, and the fact
that the help he gave was free, may have been important reasons why Ek-
ström enjoyed the confidence of the people regardless of the social class of
the patients.

The first time a doctor refers to priests as healers is in 1853. The district
physician Olof Niklas Gammelin (1815–1867) had just started his practice
on Orust (Emanuelsson 1973:65) and commented on Dean Ekström’s
medical competence. “As well read in the natural sciences, especially in
medicine, as in the theological discipline, this venerable old man spends his
time alternating between pastoral care, which he still manages by himself,
and giving advice and often medicaments to poor parishioners and others
who come in large numbers from the inland and also from Orust”. Ekström
was a member of the Royal Academy of Sciences in Stockholm and was in-
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volved in several scientific endeavours. This higher education may explain
Doctor Gammelin’s positive assessment of him.

In 1855 Gammelin wrote about the assistant rector Anders Fredrik Wet-
terquist (1817–1892), who worked in Tegneby parish and lived in Stala
parish 1855–1862 (Holmberg 1867:2, 142, 307; Skarstedt 1948:591). Gam-
melin’s opinion was negative: “a man who, with no understanding of the
medical profession, has nevertheless succeeded in gaining a certain trust.”
Gammelin and the pharmacist Carl Fredrik Schugge (1808–1861) in Kåre-
hogen reported this assistant rector for quackery. He was acquitted by the
district court and the doctor and the pharmacist were ordered to pay the wit-
nesses’ expenses. The court of appeal later reversed this judgement and sen-
tenced Wetterquist to pay a fine for pursuing medical activities and to com-
pensate witnesses, plaintiffs, and prosecutors for their expenses.11 Gamme-
lin wrote in 1857 that Wetterquist’s “punishment was unsuccessful” since
he announced a special collection in church so that the parishioners would
“pay for these his intentional sins”. The doctor’s critique against Wetter-
quist is thus very harsh, even after he was convicted. It is not certain, how-
ever, that the offering Wetterquist requested brought in so much, for an in-
formant in Stala, born in 1846, stated that “they didn’t give him [Wetter-
quist] much because he was so severe” (IFGH 5162:14). It should be noted
that the collection was voluntary. Wetterquist was not only severe but also
wise. “He was almost omniscient”, according to an informant born in Stala
parish in 1845 (IFGH 5754:28).12 A great-grandchild (born 1927) of his has
reported that she had heard from the grandmother and her brother, who was
Wetterquist’s son, that he was interested in people’s ailments and wanted to
help. This reminds us of Dean Ekström’s social pathos. In 1858 Gammelin
noted that Wetterquist “has almost stopped his quackery” after the sentence
in the court of appeal. In 1862 he became rector of Tossene parish in Bo-
huslän, where he worked until his death in 1892 (Norborg 1949:199f).

The next time a priest is mentioned in a doctor’s reports is in the 1880s,
concerning the assistant rector Johan Alfred Gullbring (1845–1927) on
Gullholmen, where he served 1880–1892 (Norborg 1949:126f). He began to
study medicine in Lund but then switched to theological studies for want of
financial means, and thus became a priest. He later continued studying
medicine on his own and performed minor operations such as cutting ab-
scesses on the neck (Göteborgs stifts herdaminne 2, 2014:644ff). In 1885 he
was harshly criticized by Doctor Harald Sörman (1853–1916), who was re-
sponsible for the western district of Orust 1885–1886 including the fishing
hamlets in Morlanda. The criticism concerned the way Gullbring “with
rather shameless audacity in word and deed rarely if ever feels called upon
to recommend summoning a physician”. He thus obstructed patients who
wished to consult a doctor. Voices had been heard calling for his prosecu-
tion, but this never happened. Sörman’s interpretation of this was that “the
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easily led populace (particularly the fishing people)” usually put complete
trust in the priest’s statements and “fantastic explanations”. Sörman was
himself the son of a priest from Orust and engaged in the church all his life,
mostly serving in Malmö (see above). In an obituary we read (Sveriges läka-
rehistoria, 4:552f): “Fearless by nature, he never hesitated to intervene,
even if it could cause personal discomfort”.

Doctor Johan Magnus Rhodin (1857–1928), who came to Orust in 1891,
uttered a somewhat more positive judgement on Gullbring that same year.
“He treats all ailments, external and internal, with equal confidence, albeit
not always with the greatest success”. Gullbring relied on his medical com-
petence. There is nothing to suggest that he used magical methods; just as
in the case of Carl Ulric Ekström his work can be described as rational folk
healing according to the terminology of the Norwegian folklorist Olav Bø
(1986:7ff).13 In 1892 Rhodin reported that quackery had declined signifi-
cantly and that the main reason for this was that Gullbring had left the dis-
trict. He then became rector of Torslanda and Öckerö outside Gothenburg,
where he worked until his death in 1927 (Norborg 1949:127; Göteborgs
stifts herdaminne 2, 2014:644ff).
13. Johan Alfred Gull-
bring was priest on
Gullholmen 1880–
1892. Photo: Kristina
Gustavsson.
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7 Economic Aspects of Consulting a Doctor
An economic factor may have been relevant when people hesitated to con-
sult a doctor and instead contacted a folk healer or the priest. For a long time
financial reasons also lay behind the parish councillors’ opposition to the
employment of trained midwives (see below). 

The farmer Jakob Jonsson pointed out the difficulty of finding money to
visit the doctor or buy medicine at the pharmacy. On 29 December 1874 the
crofter Abraham Johansson paid 8 riksdalers of his croft tax for that year.
Jonsson noted that this sum “now came in handy because now we have to
consult the doctor for Anna Britta [his daughter], which costs money, and
buy medicaments which also cost money, all of which is no little expense
and troublesome”. The fee for the doctor in Henån was one riksdaler and the
medicine cost two riksdalers (part 2, p. 83). 

It was much cheaper to visit folk healers. They often had no fixed rates,
charging whatever a person could afford or accepting payment in kind
(Tillhagen 1962:93f), unlike the pecuniary fees demanded by the doctors.
Dean Ekström took no payment whatever (see above). This was some-
thing the poor people could take advantage of. In view of the fact that
the folk healers primarily belonged to the lower stratum of the population
and often were crofters, healing could be an important source of income
for them, which they did not willingly give up, or simply could not afford
to. 

In the 1880s a new development began in places on the coast furthest out
in Morlanda, especially Käringön, when the summer visitors, or as they
were called then, “bathing guests”, came to bathe in the healthy salt water
(Gustavsson 2013). This was possible because new steamboat lines had
opened. This also brought doctors who set up clinics in the seaside resorts.
One of these was Fredrik Lindskog (born 1870) from Stockholm, who was
the physician at the Käringön resort 1896–1900. These doctors could help
to reduce the use of folk healers. Doctor Emil Olsson wrote in his report for
1884: “For it is due to the frequent and cheap steamboat connections and the
competition between doctors to perform services cheap and practise virtual-
ly free of charge that it is no longer necessary for anyone to turn to quacks”.
This situation can also explain what the district physician for western Orust
1885–1886, Harald Sörman, wrote in the following year, 1885: “the people
of the archipelago are far more inclined to engage doctors when need arises
than is the case with the district’s farming population”. A similar observa-
tion was made by Doctor Johan Magnus Rhodin in 1900 when he noted that
“the rural population, for reasons of thrift, only consult doctors in serious
cases”.
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8 Qualified Midwives in Competition with Unqualified

Another tough nut for the doctors to crack in the nineteenth century was get-
ting the parish councillors to employ qualified midwives and then gaining
acceptance for these among the country people. They were accustomed to
engaging local women known as jordemödrar or jordegummor who had
tried and tested experience but no formal training. The first national regula-
tions for midwives, detailing their training and tasks, were issued in 1777.
Only trained midwives would be allowed to practise the profession (Höje-
berg 1991:99, 102; Höjeberg 2011:87). The struggle that was waged in the
nineteenth century to establish qualified midwives was similar in Norway
after a law on midwives was passed there in 1810 (Schiøtz 2017:366ff; Al-
ver et al. 2013:31).14 The struggle in Sweden was rendered easier when
more training places were created for student midwives. This training was
introduced in Gothenburg in 1856, having previously only been available in
Stockholm.

Childbirth was a critical situation in the nineteenth century. It entailed a
threat to the lives of the mother and the baby (Höjeberg 1991:120f). Puer-
peral fever was a grave danger for the women (Höjeberg 2011:133f). The
farmer Jakob Jonsson noted several cases of death in childbed. In the 1870s
he recorded several cases where the woman had died after a doctor had used
forceps to extract the baby. On 31 August 1875 the church bells were rung
for a wife who had died “when the deputy district physician had drawn out
the child with an instrument”. Jonsson’s comment on the unfortunate con-
sequence of the use of forceps by Doctor Johan Walfrid Pihl (1833–1902),
the new district physician on Orust in 1875 (Emanuelsson 1973:66), is that
it was “rather sad” (part 2:136). A similar case is mentioned in June 1875
(part 2:117f) and another in 1878. On 28 March that year a woman was
buried “having passed away as a consequence of the foetus being removed
with an implement by Doctor Pihl” (part 2:257). In his report for 1878 this
doctor gives several examples of having been summoned to difficult deliv-
eries, four of which took place in March and two of the mothers died. On 16
March he was called to “a 35-year-old multiparous woman with a transverse
lie and left-hand prolapse. The foetus was turned with no particular difficul-
ty. No bleeding to speak of. The foetus died. The woman in a poor state. She
died 20/3 of endometritis”. It is this woman who died in 1878 that Jakob
Jonsson mentions. One may wonder what it meant for the trust that people
placed in this doctor when he failed several times in the course of a few
years to save the life of women in childbirth.

The very first district physician on Orust and Tjörn, Johan Boustedt
(1802–1868) (Emanuelsson 1973:63), pointed out in 1836 that the clergy at
parish councils had urged the parishes to employ qualified midwives. De-
spite that, “the common people have not been persuaded to contribute to
this; instead women in childbed are assisted by unqualified jordegummor”.
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14. Johan Walfrid Pihl was dis-
trict physician on Orust and
Tjörn 1875–1879.
The following year he was summoned to a highly problematic birth where
an untrained woman was helping. The foetus had water on the brain (hydro-
cephalus) and could only be extracted after three hours’ work, by which
time it was dead. There was not enough space to insert forceps.

On a visitation in Tegneby parish in 1839 Bishop Carl Fredrik Wingård
urged the parishioners to employ qualified midwives “as a means to prevent
the premature death of many mothers and children alike” (GLA GDA F IIa:
11; Olsson 1967:25). There was still no qualified midwife in 1847; the dis-
trict physician Josef Albert Carlsson stated that instead he had to assist “in-
numerable times”. In 1846 he had performed three deliveries with forceps.
In 1851 Doctor Sven Kellberg (1784–1863) complained that all the motions
proposed at several parish meetings on Orust “have stranded in the face of
the peasants’ unanimous refusal to allocate the smallest amount to pay a
midwife”. On a visitation to Myckleby parish in 1852 Bishop Anders Bruhn
lamented that the parishes refused to see the benefit of being able to engage
a qualified midwife for a small fee, “through whose help protracted and dan-
gerous illnesses could be prevented at the right time for both the mother and
the child – perhaps the lives of both could be saved” (GLA GDA F IIa: 14).
Olof Niklas Gammelin (1815–1867) found the same negative situation in
his first physician’s report in 1853. He viewed it as “a great blessing” if a
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school could be established in Gothenburg to train midwives; this did hap-
pen in 1856. He thought it would then be easier to recruit midwife candi-
dates who hesitated, for economic reasons, to go to Stockholm to train. The
situation got brighter in 1855 when all three parishes on Orust (Morlanda,
Tegneby, and Myckleby) decided to grant salaries for one midwife each,
which Tjörn had not yet done. In 1857 Gammelin stated that “the people of
Tjörn will not undertake to pay for a midwife on any conditions”. In 1859
he arranged a meeting with all the parishes of Tjörn to get them to employ
a midwife. The response, however, was that “until the Government obliges
them to pay a midwife they shall not procure one”. Economic reasons evi-
dently lay behind this attitude to qualified midwives. It was not until a meet-
ing of parliament in 1908 that each municipality was obliged to employ a
qualified midwife (Höjeberg 1991:178). 

The parish councillors on Orust and Tjörn stood their ground, refusing to
bend to the wishes of any state officials, whether it was doctors, clergymen,
or bailiffs. In 1860 it is reported that the people of Tjörn “still stubbornly re-
fuse to acquire a midwife”. Bishop Gustaf Daniel Björck brought up the
matter on a visitation to Tjörn in 1860 and found it “highly necessary to em-
ploy a midwife in the parish” (GLA GDA F IIa: 16). A breakthrough came
in 1861. The crown bailiff of Orust and Tjörn, Oscar Warmark, wrote in his
five-year report on 12 February 1862: “Following one parish meeting after
the other, last year the people of Tjörn were finally convinced to pass the de-
cision to employ a midwife, at an annual salary of 100 riksdalers and a spe-
cial fee of 1 riksdaler for each delivery on a freehold and 50 öre on a croft,
the person in question being a woman from Tjörn who is taking the course
in Gothenburg and is expected to complete it by the end of this year” (GLA
Landskansliet i Göteborgs och Bohuslän DVb:8). According to the phys-
ician’s report for 1864 there was then a midwife on Tjörn. A higher fee for
farmers than for crofters remained in force on Tjörn but not on Orust during
the remainder of the nineteenth century. 

In 1867 there were four midwives in all on Orust and Tjörn, two of whom
were also qualified in instrumental delivery, meaning that they had the
knowledge and authority to use forceps. The physicians’ reports each year
state how many midwives, after three months’ special training, had gained
the right to perform instrumental deliveries, which was possible starting in
1829. Before this, only doctors had that right (Höjeberg 2011:128ff; Schiøtz
2017:369). At the end of the nineteenth century virtually all midwives on
Orust and Tjörn had gained that additional qualification. Untrained “wise
women”, however, were engaged just as often as midwives. None of them
used forceps because only qualified midwives and the district physician had
the authority to do that. In Morlanda 65 out of 124 deliveries in 1867 took
place with the help of “wise women”, according to a statement by Doctor
Herman Theodor Nyström (1825–1890) who worked on Orust and Tjörn
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1866–1868. He wanted the assistance of the clergy to put an end to “such an
abuse” practised by these “so-called wise women”.

In 1878 there was still only one midwife on the whole of Tjörn. In 1884 that
number had increased to two midwives, one for the inland parishes and one
for the coastal areas. One of the new midwives, Emma Persson, had “obtained
unusually fine grades from the midwife training college in Gothenburg”. Doc-
tor Gustaf Assaf Sjödahl (born 1857) worked in the western district of Orust
1886–1891. He took a great interest in bacteriology and hygiene and had un-
dertaken special studies in Germany in the 1870s and 1880s, the period re-
garded as the international breakthrough of bacteriology (Schiøtz 2017:69ff).
Sjödahl was not satisfied with the midwives’ cleanliness during deliveries.
“They do not bring any antiseptic solution with them, but arrive with a little
oil, iron chloride solution, and their enema syringe”. This doctor gave the mid-
wives instructions on how to work with disinfection, and he hoped for an im-
provement. Having clean hands became extremely important for midwives in
the late nineteenth century. This was stressed in a circular from the Royal
Board of Medicine in 1881 (Höjeberg 2011:143ff).

In his first physician’s report from Orust, Johan Magnus Rhodin stated in
1891 that a certified midwife “is generally engaged for all deliveries”. He
had gone through the journals where they recorded their activities. Mid-
wives were obliged to keep journals starting in 1881 (Höjeberg 2011:160,
199ff). In both 1892 and 1894 Rhodin mentions that midwives are generally
engaged on Orust with the exception of Röra parish “where the jordegum-
mor are still called on”. When the doctor had criticized this, the people of
Röra explained that the midwife lived too far away. Citing distance as a rea-
son for engaging untrained midwives happened elsewhere in Sweden and
was not uncommon in Norway (Alver et al. 2013:61).

In 1894 Tjörn had acquired a third midwife and a fourth was employed in
1895. In the 1890s all the midwives in Orust and Tjörn were certified to per-
form instrumental deliveries. As in 1894, the parish of Röra on Orust was
an exception in 1896 as well in that untrained women were used. This hap-
pened at as many as 49 out of 59 births. In 1898 there were 236 deliveries
on Orust, where qualified midwives served at 157, or roughly two thirds of
the cases. The remaining third “almost certainly represents the work of
so-called jordegummor”, according to Doctor Carl August Ahlgren (1857–
1909), who served on Orust 1898–1906. At the same time 78 per cent of
women in childbirth in Norway were assisted by qualified midwives, who
there go under the designation jordmødrer (Schiøtz 2017:100).

During the late nineteenth century midwives devoted some of their time to
general health care (cf. Höjeberg 1991:225), although this was not so well re-
ceived by the rural people. Doctor Robert Wilhelm Malmgren (born 1853),
who served in the district of Orust and Tjörn 1894–1897, wrote in 1896: “A
practising midwife has repeatedly offered to take care of sick people in their
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homes, but not once have her services been utilized, and therefore I consider
the whole idea to have no prospect of success in the future here, at least not in
this century”. Malmgren also complained that the provisional cottage hospi-
tals had not been used during epidemics. The suggestion to employ a nurse
was even more difficult to implement “because the public have not the slight-
est sympathy for the proposal”. By 1900 there was still no qualified nurse
serving on either Orust or Tjörn (cf. Emanuelsson 1991).

Conclusion

During a fifty-year period in the latter half of the nineteenth century there
was a gradual change in the way the common people consulted district phy-
sicians, pharmacists, and midwives, in contrast to the older practice of turn-
ing to folk healers and certain priests. The oral narrative traditions recorded
in the folklore archives and in extant peasant diaries have given important
insight into the way people handled illness and epidemics. Both folk healers
and doctors as well as pharmacists are mentioned in this oral tradition which
provides information about the outlook of the rural people. There are also
religious interpretations. 

It was no easy matter for doctors to change old established patterns. When
doctors came to the countryside the people were faced with the choice be-
tween consulting trained personnel and sticking to their former habit of us-
ing untrained healers. How could the doctors build up trust and thus trans-
form folk practice? During a transitional period that lasted several decades
it was possible for people to combine the old and the new. This suggests that
it took time to break down strong cultural patterns which the peasantry be-
lieved had functioned well enough. Both economic reasons and geographi-
cal distance thwarted the efforts of the doctors. The folk healers and the un-
trained midwives were much cheaper to consult and they lived much closer.
In childbirth it is natural to want help to come quickly. Women should not
feel that help is too far away; it is better if a helper is close at hand, and
moreover a person one already knows.

The development was thus that what doctors called quackery was wide-
spread in 1846 but had almost ceased by the end of the 1890s, at least as far
as the doctors knew and believed. That is how long it took for the doctors to
gain the confidence of the common people through their efforts and their en-
lightenment. They could then be consulted as a rule in cases of illness, thus
largely taking the place of folk healers. At the same time, some tried and
tested experience represented by rational folk healing was lost. This radical
cultural change had parallels in Norway. Folk healers certainly did not dis-
appear in the early twentieth century. In Norway they found new niches for
their activity, for instance in curing rickets (Alver et al. 2013:114ff).

Some doctors were more eager and critical than others in their battle against
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folk healers. A clear example of this is the very different statements by the
doctors Johan Walfrid Pihl and Emil Olsson about the healing activities of the
parish clerk August Westerberg in the 1870s and 1880s. On the one hand there
was some understanding and on the other hand a total rejection of this healing.
It is not possible to see any general development which meant that the district
physicians became more critical or more understanding in relation to folk
healing as time passed in the second half of the nineteenth century. The atti-
tudes appear to have been more individual in character.

Doctors received solid support in their endeavours from priests and
crown bailiffs. It should be noted that the number of doctors increased grad-
ually in the late nineteenth century. This is noticeable in that Tjörn received
its own district physician in 1892 and that the district physician stationed on
Orust from 1885 had an assistant doctor to help him; the latter was respon-
sible for western Orust, where the fishing hamlets were located. These ex-
ternal changes, which came very late in the nineteenth century, helped to re-
duce the geographical distance to doctors.

There was a similar effort on the part of district physicians, priests, and
crown bailiffs to persuade the parish councils to grant funding to employ
qualified midwives. The people of Tjörn resisted a few years longer than the
inhabitants of Orust. The local people invoked the economic aspect and also
the geographical distance when they were urged to stop consulting un-
trained midwives.

The aim of this study has been to focus on a specific geographical area,
which has not been done before, to get at a historical process that went on
in both Sweden and Norway during the nineteenth century. It took place
when the then prevailing medical knowledge in the form of district physi-
cians, pharmacists, and trained midwives was to be established in the coun-
tryside and gain the trust of the people there. It was necessary to bring about
a change in people’s outlook and behaviour. What had previously been tried
and tested practice could not be eliminated at a stroke, even though the doc-
tors could invoke a law against quackery. There were several obstacles of an
economic, geographical, and cultural kind. This study seeks to add further
aspects to an existing discussion on medical and cultural history. My study
can be followed up in other districts to see whether similar patterns made
themselves felt there at the same time.
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1 http://www.ssb.no/a/histstat/publikasjoner/histemne-02.html#P909_26538, cf. Ruud 2016:
55.
2 Biographical data on the doctors comes from Sveriges Läkare-Historia 1873; Svensk Läkare-
Matrikel 1–3, 1886–1901; Biografisk matrikel över svenska läkarkåren 1924, 1924; Svenskt
porträttgalleri XIII, 1899, and Sveriges Läkarehistoria, 1930–1935. Details of pharmacies and
pharmacists come from Sveriges Apotekare-Historia, 1878; Svenskt porträttgalleri XVI II,
1907, and Sveriges Apotekarhistoria, 1918–1923.
3 In source references I state part 1 or 2 plus page number(s) in these publications. Jonsson’s
letters and other private documents cover a larger part of the nineteenth century than the 1860s
and 1870s and are in private ownership.
4 Fyrk or fyrktal was a unit of taxation and suffrage when there were graded voting rights in the
countryside during the period 1862–1909 (www.ne.se Fyrk).
5 Olle Olsson was a hälftenbrukare, a tenant to whom the landowner granted land, seed corn,
and livestock; the tenant himself did the work on the farm and the yield was divided equally
(www.ne.se Hälftenbrukare).
6 In Norway a law on smallpox vaccination was passed in 1810. Alver et al. 2013:28.
7 The district physician Robert Vilhelm Malmgren (born 1853), who worked on Orust and
Tjörn 1893–1897, wrote in 1894 that the parish clerk Isak Rutgersson in Stala parish “has dis-
charged his duties with such zeal that there is not a single overaged person in the parish who is
not vaccinated. He has therefore also been remembered with remuneration in the form of
awards and cash, most recently in 1890, but I also recommend that he receive a medal for his
exceeding diligence”. There is no mention of either vaccinators or the local people’s reactions
to vaccination in the folklore archives.
8 The term for “period of grace” is fatalietid, a legal term denoting the time within which an
action is to be taken; www.ne.se Fatalietid.
9 “The Evil Bite” (Onda bettet) was the name of a morbid ailment consisting of purulent sores
and redness around the nails. Tillhagen 1962:77ff.
10 Gout is a disease caused by deposits of crystals of uric acid in the joints. It can cause acute
attacks of pain and swelling in a joint. www.ne.se Gikt.
11 In the period 1857–1878 Swedish courts tried 337 charges of quackery, of which 275, or
roughly 80 per cent, led to conviction and fines. Ling 2004:77f.
12 The term “omniscient” (allvetande) was applied to several folk healers. Ljungström 1984:
69f; af Klintberg 1985:19ff.
13 Olav Bø has noted that many priests in Norway likewise had a great deal of medical knowl-
edge in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Bø 1986:23.
14 In Norway the untrained women who assisted women in childbirth went under the name hjel-
pekoner or “help-women”; these were women with experience but no formal qualifications,
who lived nearby (Alver et al. 2013:60ff).
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